QIBA FDG-PET Profile Authoring Session  
Friday, March 25, 2011 at 9 AM CDT

Call Summary

In Attendance
Andrew Buckler, MS
Hubert Beaumont
Patricia Cole, PhD, MD
William Howe, PhD
Paul Kinahan, PhD
Martin Lodge, PhD
James Mulshine, MD

Ling Shao, PhD
Daniel Sullivan, MD
Valerie Treyer, PhD
RSNA
Joe Koudelik

Discussion topics:

- Profile levels of performance discussed
  - Actual vs placeholder performance values
- Consensus vs consolidated statements
- Parameters and compliance level issues
- “Wish list” items; need to identify common items between protocol and Profile
- Clinical trials (protocols) vs equipment language (Profiles) discussed
- Dr Kinahan to review image acquisition section (7.2) of Profile with feedback from committee members

Next steps:

- In two weeks, continue discussion of:
  - Profile image acquisition section (7.2)
  - QIBA call-outs for protocol to be reviewed